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let the lord of the rings: rise to war take you back to the fantasy world of
middle-earth, where the fate of middle-earth rests on the line. take up
arms and join one of the factions, fight other players and warlords, and
then become the ruler of middle-earth! the lord of the rings: rise to war is
an epic strategy game. different troops and warlord skills are allocated to
players by team and different strategy approaches, it is the war machine
of middle-earth in all of its glory. you can choose to play as elves, men or
the rohirrim, you can also develop your own faction by capturing new
lands. the war game world was fully completed and themed is very good
and the famous text art style is very beautiful. a word to new players. it is
worth pointing out that in the game of lord of the rings: war of the ring,
there are a number of tasks, many of which you can perform only in
alliance mode. once you have participated in the main mission, you will be
given an opportunity to create your own alliances. in the course of the
game, you will be called on to join or oppose allies, as a result of which you
will be able to save the life of one of the fallen. the game can be played
offline or in the internet multiplayer mode. and in multiplayer mode, you
will be able to compete with other players in battles, in order to get the
title of winners. choose a side and take charge of the fate of the land.
surround your territory, and attack your opponents to become the ruler of
a dominant empire. there are only two ways to win. take part in the
challenges of battles and earn the gold and favor of your lieges, or.. [read
more]
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the lord of the rings: rise to war provides another experience, even though
it is much more simple than the previous project. and here you need to

focus primarily on the siege of the opponent castle. if it is possible to level
up your building, you should do it to prepare for the siege. if you lose, you

should upgrade to the next stage immediately. if you have an
overwhelming force and you know the whereabouts of the enemy forces,
you can surprise them and start a siege, or they can even be forced to
evacuate. siege victories are rarely followed with the help of means of
offense, so you should upgrade your defensive fortifications instead of

investing funds in new units. if you successfully managed to conquer the
opponent capital and it is located in a very well protected area, you need
to take its control immediately. all the same, you can only get there by
siege. and if you do, you will be required to invest a lot of resources into

the siege. of course, this is only possible with the aid of armies from other
territories. to sum up, you need to conquer either three capitals or seize an

impregnable fortress, because it is only then that you have chance of a
victory. if you do not, then you will have to leave your castles unprotected.
unlike the lord of the rings: rise to war, the lord of the rings: king elessar is

a real-time strategy game, in which you should fight with your units
against the enemies and achieve your goals. strategize the battle using
different units and train their characteristics. you need to keep in mind
that the battle is being fought on a square grid, which means that the

closer is a unit to the enemy, the stronger is its attack. this is a very simple
strategy game, and it is convenient to play it without the need to spend

time on a pvp war. 5ec8ef588b
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